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Abstract—Autonomous systems have the promise to address many of our societal challenges in

a variety of areas: healthcare, climate, and economic growth, are a few examples. To realise this

potential, these systems need to be trustworthy. In this paper, we describe research carried out

by a UK consortium to address a central issue in establishing trustworthiness: verifiability. We

explain the issues for verification that arise due to autonomy: concerns with beneficiality as well

as reliability, heterogeneous artefacts and techniques, multi-disciplinary stakeholders. We also

describe our vision for tackling these issues, and our progress so far.
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AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS can make deci-

sions, and even take actions, independent of

human control or intervention. Such systems

promise to improve our lives; driverless trains

and robotic cleaners are examples of autonomous

systems that are already among us and work

well within confined environments. To make the

most of their potential and gain justified public

acceptance, such systems need to be trustworthy

in all scenarios. We must now work to ensure

developers can design trustworthy autonomous

systems for dynamic and open environments, and

can provide evidence of the trustworthiness of

these systems.

The defining feature of autonomous systems

is, unsurprisingly, autonomy: their ability to

make decisions. This general description allows

for a range of levels of autonomy, depending on

who or what retains control. Levels recognised

across sectors are often based on the PACT cat-

egorisation developed in aerospace [4] or the the

subsequent SAE levels from the automotive sector

[19]. Here, levels range from “1”, essentially

capturing human control, all the way up to “5”,

wherein the system itself makes all decisions and

can take actions.

Although most deployed systems can be cate-

gorised at lower PACT levels, with human opera-

tors maintaining a significant level of control (and

legal responsibility), the potential applications of

fully autonomous systems (level 5) can be of

enormous socio-economic benefit. In producing

systems with higher levels of autonomy, develop-

ers are likely to start from systems for specific

use-cases and operational design domains (such

as, motorway driving for vehicles) and include

more use-cases gradually, as the technology ma-

tures and trust is established.

However, it remains a challenge to proceed

with fully autonomous systems in many use-cases.

While this is partly due to the unreliability of new

technologies or the added value of autonomy in

some use-cases, we believe it is more fundamen-

tally concerned with a lack of “trust” in these

systems among their users.

In this article, we discuss how we might im-

prove “trustworthiness” of autonomous systems,

and how verifiability can be a central part of this.

We describe a new collaborative research activity

in the UK to tackle the complex, heterogeneous

challenges of autonomous systems verification as

part of their design and deployment. While we

mostly focus on this initiative in the UK, there

are a number of similar initiatives in Australia,1

Germany,2, and the USA3.

Trustworthy Autonomous Systems
Trust in a system is defined as the belief

or attitude that the system is helpful and ben-

eficial in achieving the user’s goal, particularly

in uncertain situations [20]. In traditional cyber-

physical systems, “trustworthiness” often equates

to reliability. We are more likely to trust some

system if it works reliably. Once we move to

autonomous systems, which can make their own

decisions and take their own actions, more issues

come into play. We also want to know that the

system’s decisions are for our benefit. This aspect,

termed ‘beneficiality’ in [8], concerns not just

what a system does, but why it does it. Is it

working for our benefit? Is it trying to help,

rather than hinder, us? What does it intend?

This aspect of beneficiality might quickly become

more important than reliability.

Example:

Recall the famous 1984 movie “The Terminator”

wherein a robot appears to have few qualms about

hurting humans. Our trust in such a robot is

drastically reduced by its sinister intent; reliability

barely comes into it. Indeed, with such sinister

intent, we would prefer the robot to be unreliable!

Only once we can be certain about the beneficial

nature of an autonomous robot, do we want it be

as reliable as possible [23].

Aside:

We have also investigated real-world examples of

autonomous systems where a high level of trust is

not justified due to their non-transparent violation

of beneficiality, e.g., by polluting the environment

more than legally allowed [3].

1Trusted Autonomous Systems: https://tasdcrc.com.au
2Perspicuous computing: https://www.perspicuous-computing.

science/
3AI Safety: http://aisafety.stanford.edu/, Assured Autonomy

(Computing Community Consortium): https://cra.org/ccc/
visioning/visioning-activities/2019-activities/assured-autonomy,
Inst. Assured Autonomy: https://iaa.jhu.edu/, and Good Systems:
https://bridgingbarriers.utexas.edu/good-systems
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Although “trust” is itself subjective, being con-

fident about both reliability and beneficiality is

important. And, as we know from decades of

research and practice, confidence in software sys-

tems is related to the strength of verification we

can carry out on the software. In the example

above, if we can prove that a robot always works

both beneficially and reliably then we are more

likely to trust it. Although there are many other

issues at play, the verifiability of these key aspects

provide important input into trustworthiness.

In the UK, a £33M programme of inter-linked

projects is addressing issues related to “Trustwor-

thy Autonomous Systems”. The projects comprise

large “Nodes” tackling key areas, linked together

by a coordination, community-building, and en-

gagement Hub4. While there are many interesting

and important Nodes, for example, concerned

with Resilience5 or Security6, in this paper we

focus on the work of the Verifiability Node7 and

how it is tackling the verification of reliability and

beneficiality in autonomous systems.

Heterogeneous Verification is Essential
Autonomy is not a binary notion and may

be introduced in different levels to various sys-

tems and application scenarios. However, a key

aspect is how (and why) decisions are made

within our systems. This can be very different

across automatic systems, where decisions might

be pre-coded, adaptive systems, where decisions

might appear from environmental interactions and

feedback, or fully autonomous systems, in which

decisions may be made in line with internal

aims and goals taking into account the changing

context. For each of these levels of autonomy

and mechanisms of its implementation, different

verification techniques may be applicable.

Verification techniques range across for-

mal and empirical, and static and dynamic.

These comprise logical specification and verifi-

cation [21], dynamic testing, including model-

based methods [2], [22], simulation-based test-

ing [5], runtime verification [3], [12], and stochas-

tic methods [28]. While there are many options,

it has become clear that we cannot, and should

4https://www.tas.ac.uk
5https://resilience.tas.ac.uk
6https://security.tas.ac.uk
7https://verifiability.org

not, rely on one approach and that a heteroge-

neous, or corroborative collection of verification

approaches is needed [13], [18], [25].

This is just what the Verifiability Node aims to

provide, together with the semantic foundations to

design and justify combinations of these hetero-

geneous concepts and techniques, and with appli-

cations that highlight the breadth of verification

issues across autonomous systems.

Bringing it all Together
In the Verifiability Node, our vision is to

carry out foundational research to enable the

possibility of having a verified autonomy store.

Autonomous systems and the components for

autonomy in such a store go through rigorous

and extensive verification upon submission and

throughout their evolution. Having passed sub-

mission checks, components and systems are

made available in a package providing the soft-

ware, models for design, for compatible plat-

forms and environments, properties, and verifica-

tion evidence. The store also provides automated

facilities for verification of updates to models

(to include new algorithms, platforms, and en-

vironments) and components (to cater for adap-

tive and evolving behaviours, and for changed

or extended functionality) and for incorporating

new verification evidence such as deployment test

results. Verification covers components and their

variability and evolution, their interoperability,

and system-level properties for component com-

positions. Properties can pertain to reactive, real-

time, intentional, adaptive and uncertain aspects

of platforms and environments at all levels of

abstraction, from planning and decision-making

all the way to hardware and physical control. In

such a setting, users can have widespread access

to trustworthy systems, and developers to cheap

and trustworthy components. Such a store will

enable reuse and reduces the prohibitively high

verification costs.

In order to achieve this, we need integrated

coverage of everything from models of physical

components to low-level control algorithms to

higher-level software to services and user inter-

actions. A single universal modelling language,

verification tool or technique is not feasible or

desirable, yet, we must be able to verify different

aspects of these systems and how they operate to-
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gether to enable trust. Our long-term goal is thus

to develop a unifying framework that integrates

and coalesces rigorous verification techniques of

autonomous systems to quickly and easily verify

complex autonomous systems.

The activities in the Node can be categorised

into the three areas below.

1) Foundational Aspects giving the formal and

practical links between the different notations

required, the different semantics used, and the

different tools and techniques utilised.

2) Verification Techniques across the different

aspects, and styles, of autonomous systems

and autonomous components: verifying cyber-

physical systems; verifying sub-symbolic AI

(for instance, deep learning); and verifying

symbolic AI layers, via both static and dy-

namic techniques.

3) Bridging the Gap to real-world autonomous

systems and human-robot interactions, ranging

across UAVs, service robots, chatbots, human-

robot teams, etc., to deal with the reality gap.

Figure 1 provides an overview of the struc-

ture of the Verifiability Node work plan. Work

packages 1-3 are concerned with foundational

aspects, work packages 5-7 address verification

techniques, and work packages 4 and 8, as well as

the two cross-cutting strands, focus on “bridging

the gap”.

Particularly important for collaboration across

activities are common case studies in Strand

1 that allow all the different research avenues

to coalesce. We have been developing common

case studies across the various work packages of

the Node, for example in the areas of disaster

management (a firefighting drone, to be extended

with connectivity and interaction mechanisms)

and assistive care (a dressing robot). Figure 2

depicts an image of our firefighting drone case

study. Figure 3 depicts the robotic arm of our

assistive dressing case study.

In addition to carrying out fundamental re-

search, the Node is engaging with various stake-

holders in the crosscutting Strand 2 to build a

community through the various organised events

and the published policy- and popular science

papers, all advertised on the Node website8.

8https://verifiability.org

Figure 1. A Schematic View of the Verifiability Node

Research Program

Figure 2. The firefighting drone at the Verifiability

Node

Verifiability Node — Current status
The Verifiability Node was established in

November 2020 and has already achieved several

significant results. These include identifying lan-

guage and notational abstractions across various

domains, studying and identifying the basic build-

ing blocks of a semantic framework, and defining

algorithmic abstractions, refinements, and transla-

tions across various sub-domains in the unifying

framework. A detailed description of these results

can be found in the Node Annual Report9. We

highlight below a few of these results.

9https://verifiability.org/annual-reports/
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Figure 3. The assistive dressing robot [7]

• Designed the first generation of languages to

define properties for verification, operational

requirements, and mappings between platform-

independent and platform models [6].

• Formalised heterogeneous semantics, using our

Unifying Theories of Programming (UTP) [27]

and implementing this in the theorem proving

framework Isabelle/UTP [17].

• Designed a compositional framework for het-

erogeneous specifications; we took a bottom-

up approach by developing a composition of

various models for the assistive dressing case

study.

• Accommodated variability in learning and

analysing behavioural models of autonomous

systems [9]. Used AI (in particular reinforce-

ment learning) to increase efficiency of verifi-

cation strategies [24].

• Developed a runtime monitoring algorithm to

search for anomalies in the state space of

the system [3], as well as a general runtime

monitoring framework for autonomous sys-

tems [16], [15].

• Formally verified human-level rules for au-

tonomous systems [1] and ethical concerns in

autonomous systems [10].

Verifiability Node — What Next?
The Verifiability Node will continue to work

in all fronts above.

For example, the semantics of new notations

is being fully formalised and implemented to

support automatic generation and one of our next

steps along this line is to mechanise relevant

semantics in Isabelle/UTP. We are also applying

these semantic ideas to modelling uncertainty

both in case studies and more widely, in mod-

elling digital twins. In addition, our framework

for verifying ‘autonomous’ decision-making [11],

based on verifiable agents, is being developed and

expanded to handle the diversity of components.

Within the Trustworthy Autonomous Systems

programme, we are collaborating with the Re-

silience Node on techniques for describing un-

certainty in modelling autonomous systems, are

collaborating with the Security Node on targetting

verification to areas identified by the security

threat analysis, and aim to expand our collab-

oration further across other aspects of the pro-

gramme. We will be using formal modelling and

verification tools in modelling human behaviour

and interaction patterns.

More widely we are keen to collaborate with

teams, across academia, industry and policy, in-

terested in working on common themes. There

are existing and emerging standards such as

the ANSI/UL 4600 standard for Safety for the

Evaluation of Autonomous Vehicles, IEEE P7001

Standard for Transparency of Autonomous Sys-

tems [26], and IEEE P7009 Standard on Failsafe

Design of Autonomous Systems [14]. The Veri-

fiability Node has been involved in the design of

the latter two standards and is currently engaging

in a number of other standardisation initiatives.

Details of how to get involved can again be

found at the Verifiability Node website, https://

verifiability.org.

CONCLUSION
Issues around trust in technology are not new.

Throughout the ages, we have had to find ways to

learn to trust new tools that can benefit us. How-

ever, the issue of trustworthiness of autonomous

systems brings new problems. As autonomous

systems essentially make their own decisions,

independent of us, then our trust in these sys-

tems is not solely related to their reliability but

to whether they will make the right decisions,

even in complex and unpredictable situations.

Verifiability has a key role not only in assessing

reliability but also in establishing beneficiality;

that systems will make decisions beneficial to us.
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In this article, we described a large, multidis-

ciplinary project focusing on the issue of trust-

worthiness in autonomous systems, identifying

both its challenges and the results obtained so

far. The vision of this “Verifiability Node” is to

enhance trustworthiness through a unifying ver-

ification framework allowing for heterogeneous

models, techniques and views to be analysed in

tandem. This leads to holistic and wide-reaching

verdicts. Our vision is that such a unified and

holistic approach to verifiability will fundamen-

tally change our approach to the verification of

autonomous systems and will lead to systems that

are by their construction are worthy of our trust.

Our framework supports the inherent het-

erogeneity of autonomous systems and allows

domain experts to specify their concerns in

domain-specific models. The Verifiability frame-

work takes care of connecting these models and

providing holistic verification results, which are

also projected back to the respective domains.

Distinctive in our long-term vision is the inte-

grated coverage of everything from models of

physical components to low-level control algo-

rithms to higher-level software to services and

user interactions. To realise this vision, we closely

collaborate with some of the other ongoing ini-

tiatives around the world (listed at the end of the

Introduction) as well as with policy-making and

standardisation bodies.
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